INTRODUCTION
Reference 1 determined that the runtime for the Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC), specifically, the TRAC-P version, can be improved by two general approaches:
Run TRAC-P at a larger average timestep size for a given problem. Using fewer Newton iterations for a given timestep size also would be part of this approach.
Use optimization techniques that make TRAC-P run faster (on a given platform) for a given timestep size and iteration count. Examples are vectorization and parallelization.
Reference 1 states that, "The timestep selection and backup logic have provided good service over the years; however, there clearly is room for improvement." The first approach can be taken by both code users and code developers. The users would attempt to improve their input models and "time domain" input, and the developers would attempt to improve TRAC-P's timestep-size selection logic. Reference 1 recommended a heuristic strategy to achieve improved timestep-size selection. For both TRAC-P users and developers, information on the code's timestep-size selection for the calculation at hand is essential. TRAC-P has for years provided data to its output files on its timestep-size selection logic; however, this information is cryptic and incomplete. ' In addition to describing the improvements made to TRAC-P's diagnostics on its timestep-size selection logic, this report also provides a description of the current timestep-size controls in effect (as of TRAC-P Version 5.4.17).
2.0.

NEW TIMESTEP-SIZE DIAGNOSTIC EDITS
The new diagnostic information is provided as a "timestep-size diagnostic edit" written to TRAC-P's output file TRCMSG. Printing of the new diagnostic edits is under userinput control; a range of timestep numbers may be selected, a range of problem time, or both. The improvements have been made in two areas: (1) for each timestep the precise reason for the timestep-size selection is provided, including (where appropriate) the identity of the controlling mesh cell and the controlling physical phenomenon; (2) additional thermal-hydraulic information is printed for any controlling cell. Section 2.1 describes the user-selection of the new edits. Section 2.2 describes their format and content. Section 2.3 gives details on their programming implementation.
User-Input Control of Diagnostic Edits
The new diagnostic edits are invoked with four variables that have been added to TRAC-P's input file TRACIN, in NAMELIST group INOPTS, which comes after the problem title cards in the Main Data block of TRACIN. The edits can be invoked for a range of specified timestep numbers (NAMELIST variables TSDLS and TSDUS) or an interval of problem time (NAMELIST variables TSDLT and TSDUT). For all timesteps in these ranges, a "timestep-size diagnostic edit" is written to file TRCMSG. If both types of interval are selected, both will apply. Descriptions of the four variables are given in Table 2-1. NAMELIST variables TSDLS and TSDUS specify lower and upper bounds on the timestep number for which edits are written, according to the value of internal TRAC-P variable NSTEP (note that TSDLS and TSDUS are integers). A calculation always starts with NSTEP initialized to 0 (including restart runs), and NSTEP is incremented by 1 at the end of a successful timestep. The current NSTEP is printed in the header of the TRCOUT large edits. Note that the diagnostic edits are written at the start of the step, before NSTEP is incremented. We have adopted the convention that there is no "timestep number 0". This convention is natural for the TRAC-P user, and corresponds to the step number written to file TRCOUT at the start of all large edits after the "time 0.0" edit (the TRAC-P developer on the other hand would be more comfortable starting at step 0).
The default values of all four variables are set to give no diagnostic edits. Note that negative values for the lower bound variables TSDLS and TSDLT in the actual coding in TRAC-P have the effect of selecting all positive timesteps and times, respectively. Therefore, when the lower bounds are -1 or -1.0, the corresponding upper bounds TSDUS and TSDUT should also be -1 or -1.0. 
Value
NEW NAMELIST VARIABLES
Default Description Value
The first timestep for which detailed -1 diagnostic information is written to file TRCMSG on the logic used to calculate that step's size. Timestep backups that occur in the course of that step will be indicated in the diagnostic for the following timestep. Note: TSDLS is an integer. -1 = > no timestep-size diagnostics; >O = > timestep-size diagnostics at the selected timesteps.
The last timestep for which detailed diagnostic information is written to file TRCMSG on the logic used to calculate that step's size (not including backups). Note: TSDUS is an integer. -1 = > no timestep diagnostics; >O = > timestep-size diagnostics at the selected timesteps.
-1
The starting problem time for which The final problem time for which detailed -1.0 diagnostic information is written to file TRCMSG on the logic used to calculate timestep size. -1.0 = > no timestep diagnostics; > = 0.0 = > timestep-size diagnostics at the selected time range.
2.2.
Format and Content of Edits
There are 25 possible mechanisms that can determine any given TRAC-P timestep size (all discussion here refers to TRAC-P Version 5.4.17). The new diagnostics monitor all 25 mechanisms; Table 2 -2 summarizes them (note that some are effectively disabled). All of the parameters listed in Table 2 -2, with the exception of the first two (IOFAIL and ITRPDT) and the last three (DTMIN, DTMAX, and DTSTRT), are evaluated in subroutine NEWDLT (before the PREP stage), which determines the most restrictive controller to use as a prospective timestep size for the forthcoming step. A twenty-sixth method, NAMELIST variable ICDELT, was found to be obsolete with current TRAC-P transient logic and should be removed from the code (this matter is discussed further in Section 3.2).
The exact mechanism for the timestep-size selection is provided. If for any reason more than one mechanism results in the same timestep size, this is indicated (For example, a calculation may be at the maximum timestep size DTMAX and experience an outer iteration count that would result in no timestep-size change). The timestepsize diagnostic is printed at the start of a given timestep, just after the timestep-size selection logic is executed. If a timestep undergoes one or more backups [e. g., caused by excessive Newton ("outer") iterations], this is noted in the timestep-size diagnostic edit at the start of the subsequent step. Figure 2 -1 shows annotated sample TRCMSG timestep diagnostics for two TRAC-P runs, which used the LEHIGH and W4LOOPNR decks from the Los Alamos TRAC-P Standard Test Matrix. The timestep numbering convention is acccording to what a user sees in the present large edits after the first, "time-0," edit (there is no "0th" step). In going from one step to the next, before TRAC-P applies the various possible timestep-size limiters (e.g., fluid temperature or void fraction change), it either advances the timestep size (presently by 5%), holds it constant, or scales it back, based on the number of outer iterations taken by the previous step to converge. For example, note in the LEHIGH sample the case for step 499 where the step size has been limited by excessive vapor temperature change. The limitation logic was imposed in TRAC-P after the timestep size (variable DELT) from step 498 was advanced by 5%; therefore, DELT for step 499 = (DELT498)(1.05)(25.0/26.1), where the maximum change in vapor temperature during step 498 was 26.1 K, and 25.0 K is the limiter for vapor temperature built into the code (this is shown in Table 2 -2 for Monitored Parameter DELCMX-DTVMX).
For cases where changing void fraction, liquid temperature, vapor temperature, or pressure is controlling the timestep size, the edit identifies the limiting component and mesh cell, the amount of change since the previous timestep, and provides additional physical information for the cell in question. This includes old-and new-time void fraction, pressure, vapor temperature, and liquid temperature (see Fig. 2-1 ). For the material Courant limit, the controlling cell and face are identified, and (1D only) the vapor and liquid velocities are printed. For structural temperature change, the controlling Heat Structure or 1D-component wall node is identified, and the magnitude of the change is printed. ********** end timestep diagnostic * * * * * * * * * e * * ** * * * * * * ** * * ** * * * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * * *** ** ** *****<e<-IADDED edit follows Each edit provides the timestep size intended for the current timestep and the actual size used for the previous step. Any differences in these numbers should be accounted for by intervening timestep backups or trip control.
TABLE2-2 TIMESTEP-SIZE CONTROLS
Programming Implementation
The new edits were implemented with update TSDIAG2, which is compatible with TRAC-I? Version 5.4.17. TSDIAG2 uses subroutine FIND to provide physical information on the controlling mesh cell or face. An improvement to FIND to allow passing of a request for absolute-numbered cell-face data was developed to be used by TSDIAG2 ( There is logic in subroutine DTDIAG to inform the user if the overall reason for the timestep-size selection is not found ("*** timestep control not found***"), or if the void fraction, pressure, or fluid temperature controlling cell is not identified ("***cell not found***''). If the problem ends before the upper bound of the diagnostic range, the "timestep control not found" message will be printed. If for any reason subroutine FIND fails to find the controlling location, the message "***error in finding data***" will be written (see Section 3.2 for a discussion of dump/restart issues).
TESTING THE NEW DIAGNOSTICS
Test Runs
Tests were conducted with five problems from the TRAC-P Standard Test Matrix. The tests validated that TSDIAG2 had found the correct reason for timestep-size selection and that the physical diagnostic data printed were correct. Most of the possible controlling conditions were represented in the test runs; these included the 1D Courant limit, void fraction change (increase), "DELCMXr (vapor temperature change and the DELT/2 "floor"), Heat Structure temperature change, power change, outer iterationcount logic that resulted in normal advancement by factor DDI (currently 1.05) and no change, time-domain lower and upper limits DTMIN and DTMAX, and initial NAMELIST- specified timestep-size DTSTRT. Backups were also accurately flagged. 
Errors and Additional Notes
After TSDIAG2 was cmpleted, three errors were found:
Values of NAMXLIST variables TSDLS, TSDLT, TSDUS, and TSDUT were not echoed to output file TRCOUT. This has been fixed by update
IDIAGS.
For cases of pressure or fluid temperature change in the 3D VESSEL component, the wrong cell index was reported and passed to FIND (for VESSELS with more than one ring. This is to be fixed by update FXTSD.
For cases of pressure change in 1D components, fractional change is reported as percent change ('DELT/2 floor" only). This is to be fixed by update FXTSD (percent change will be written).
In the course of this effort, some points of possible confusion in the current timestep edits turned up:
The large edit header has the statement, "time-step size was limited by component. . .at cell. . .to. . .s." Actually, the value printed is the 1D material Courant limit, which may or may not be controlling timestep size (also, because of the SETS numerics, this value is multiplied by a factor currently set at 1000 to obtain the 1D Courant limiter).
The NAMELIST input variable IADDED controls optional output showing the progress of a calculation. The edits that show current timestep number, step size, and Courant numbers are printed by subroutine HOUT before the current timestep is completed. Therefore, there is an inconsistency between these edits and the large edits, which are done after the timestep is finished and the step number and problem time are updated. This is shown in the sample output in Fig. 2-1 .
Comments are also in order on the logic used to select an initial timestep size to start a calculation. When TRAC-P initializes a run from a restart dump, it will by default use the timestep size in that dump as the old-time size and proceed to the usual advancement /control logic in subroutine NEWDLT. This avoids discontinuities in a linked series of restarts (steady state or transient Certain location information used by the diagnostics is not currently written to the dump file (e. g., the Courant-limiting location). In these situations, for the first step of a restart, the message """"error in finding data"""" will be written.
In the course of testing with the LEHIGH deck, we noticed in one case that the reported vapor temperature change did not exactly correspond to the values printed in the TRCOUT large edits. This happened because the timestep in question backed up from subroutine POST. The most restrictive limiter, which by chance happened on the first pass, was used for future timestep control logic (and printed in the diagnostic edit), but this was not the final temperature change when the step was completed. This could cause overly restrictive timestep control. Also, it was noted that the DELCMX limiters (DTLMX, etc.) were not written to dump file TRCDMP, which could cause an inexact restart. Both situations have been fixed by update DELCMXl. The technical notes header comments subroutine DTDIAG on timestep backups are therefore no longer current; they will be deleted by updated FXTSD.
Future Improvements
Two areas for additional development are:
Improved, user-friendly, timestep backup diagnostics. The timestep-size diagnostics presented here do inform the user when (and how many) backups occur (as shown in the LEHIGH sample in Fig. 2-l) , but do not identify the reasons for the backups. Of course a great deal of information on backups is already written to file TRCMSG, but it would be very desirable to organize it into the framework of the improved timestep-size diagnostics.
Presently, only the most limiting cell/variable is identified in the diagnostics. This could be broadened to include other potential limiters in a user-friendly diagnostic.
SUMMARY
TRAC-P's runtime can be decreased by (1) reducing the average timestep size for a given calculation, and (2) use of optimization techniques such as vectorization and parallelization. Improved diagnostics on the code's timestep-size selection have been developed and incorporated in a recent version of TRAC-P. These diagnostics are expected to be very useful for the first approach to runtime improvement. 
BKPCTR T E C H N I C A L N O T E S
Allows for possibility of more than one controller giving same result (there are no "RETURNS" or "GO TOs" after a timestep size match is found). If for any reason no match is found, such is written to TRCMSG.
Note that a backup may make the change in, e.g., fluid temperature, that controlled the step size not be consistent with what finally appears in TRCOUT for the new and old timesteps. This is not an error, but only a reflection of the timestep control logic. 'value based on',/,lOx,'last step iteration count)') endif 
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